In bis discussion of the strophic division of Is 21 i-10 in this " , LOHMANN in my judgment is correct s against D HM in his treatment of v. 8 f., and s against MARTI in retaining s parts of the poem vv. 5 and 8, and generally in his strophic divisions. But whether the strophes were originally quite of the form which he gives, or shewed quite so great an approach to regularity, is not equally so clear. Since the question of strophic regularity is one of considerable interest and some importance, I here offer some criticisms of the details of LOHMANN's scheme, and to carry the matter further by another Illustration I will briefly discuss another passage in which DUHM and several who have followed him seem to me to have gone seriously astray in order to obtain an appearance of strophicai regularity.
In bis discussion of the strophic division of Is 21 i-10 in this " , LOHMANN in my judgment is correct s against D HM in his treatment of v. 8 f., and s against MARTI in retaining s parts of the poem vv. 5 and 8, and generally in his strophic divisions. But whether the strophes were originally quite of the form which he gives, or shewed quite so great an approach to regularity, is not equally so clear. Since the question of strophic regularity is one of considerable interest and some importance, I here offer some criticisms of the details of LOHMANN's scheme, and to carry the matter further by another Illustration I will briefly discuss another passage in which DUHM and several who have followed him seem to me to have gone seriously astray in order to obtain an appearance of strophicai regularity.
In my recently-published commentary (Isaiah, vol. i, i-xxvii, "International Critical Commentary"), my translation (pp. 348-350) of Is 211-10 shews strophes ending at the same points s in LOHMANN's text, (p. 52), i. e. at the end of vv. 2 4 5 7 9 10. The only question that I should be inclined to raise is whether v. i, the prelude to the poem (which to me appears to depict four scenes, and the first of them in v. 2), did not form a short Strophe by itself. This is a question which should be answered in the negative, if the strophic regularity claimed by LOHMANN can in other respects be made out. And the same may be said of the question of retaining the last line of v. 2 (VUiWT ΠΠΠί« to); the word ΠΠΜ« here must be corrupt, and, since we cannot determine what it Stands for, it is impossible to say whether the line was suitable in the context: MARTI and LOHMANN reject the line, and, if great rhythmical regularity can be proved for the poem, their grounds for so doing would be much strengthened/ LOHMANN obtains a -correct strophic division because he is guided by the greater sense-pauses: it is only after he has obtained his strophes that he seeks, whether rightly or wrongly, to reduce them to regularity.
And He is led to a correct perception of the real relation between the clauses of v. 8 by following the guidance of parallelism: neglecting this, DUHM divided up v. 8 in an impossible manner: for to see that DUHM'S division is impossible, it is merely necessary to set over against his lines the two groups of six words in parallelism, s LOHMANN does in his text, and s I have done in my translation; but LOHMANN's diagram on p. 53 still more clearly brings out the impossibility of DUHM'S arrangement.
The crucial verses in determining the degree of strophic regularity possessed by the poem are vv. 5 9 10. I take v. 9 first. And I note to begin with that, in respect of parallelism at least, v. 8 and v. 9 are entirely unlike: the two long lines of v. 8 are parallel throughout; but even if it be admitted that v. 9 can be divided into three lines similar in length to those in v. 8, no two of these lines are parallel: in the first, two brief clauses, each of two accents, are parallel, s are so many other clauses of two accents in this poem: and the whole of the third line is parallel to the latter pari of the second line, but the opening words (ΊΟΚ^ )JW) of the second quite spoil the correspondence of the 'second and third lines s given by LOHMANN, i. e. if the whole of the verse from )JH to the end is read s two lines. To make this clear I repeat here the text s divided by LOHMANN:
rprn« Can these lines really be described s "tripelzweier"? Are the single words ntea and ΓΡΠ^Κ by themselves "zweier"? With regard to the first LOHMANN ofifers some suggestions; with regard to the second, which is really a far greater stumbling-block in his way, none. On r&Si he remarks, "Wer in v. gb eine Hebung vermi t, mag nach dem ersten n7 i ein ^>M, oder ...... vor jenes ein ΤΠ, 'ΊΠ oder dgl. einschalten". But an emendation, and especially an emendation suggested merely in the interest of rhythmical regularity, must not produce a less satisfactory text: and yet will not any of the suggestions just cited distinctly weaken the rhetorical force of the line? To bring this point to the test I give translations of (i) the text; (2) the emendations:
(1) Fallen, fallen is Babylon. This would be efifective; and something like it was actuaily intended, i. e. a caesura, such s follows elsewhere in the poem after two accents, here follows after one; in other words ^M rn i rAM is not a normal "dreier" to be read without pause, but in character approaches much more nearly to the "doppelzweier" of the poem. As such, therefore, it might well run parallel with the remainder of the verse even s it Stands, ntei | but I suspect that ^D is s a matter of fact a gloss; ΓΡΓΟΚ ^D1, prefixed to the predicate and partaking of the character of a "casus pendens", is divided by a natural pause from the following words. LOHMANN's treatment of ΓΡΠΪ7Κ ^DS ^31 seems to me impossible: not only is he obliged to treat ΠΤΟΚ s two accents, but (for the regularity of the poem would demand it) to postulate a caesura between the construct O^DS) and its genitive! The words l OT ]JJM must not be taken with what follows, and so be allowed to destroy both the parallelism and the balance of the words spoken; but, like (text ΓΡΙΝ) ΓΚΟΠ fcO^I at the beginning of v. 8, they must stand by themselves. This seems to me clear, or I would suggest that a very slight emendation would give us a "tripelzweier", viz.
pfco nnty πνΛκ[ΐ] [rtj^Ds toi
though to be sure that D^D and pv6x should be coupled is not perhaps very probable. The remaining excisions made by LOHMANN in the interests of strophic regularity are, (l), HIW ^»IDK in v. 5; (2) V K ΓΠΚΜ Π1ΓΡ D^D «*lty^ in v. io. For these excisions I see absolutely no reason apart from the hypothetical demands of rhythm or of regularity of Strophe.
Moreover it seems to me suspicious, (i) that the rejected words fall into the form of clause -the "zweier" -which is characteristic of the poem: (2) that Πΐη^ ^DK is asyndeton, in accordance with a certain preference displayed elsewhere in the poem. If strophic regularity ought to be restored, and if Ό*ΰ pl Tl^nD may be read not s a "zweier", but s a "doppelzweier", possibly another way out might be more safely sought 3-7-12.
by assuming that a clause of two words before or after ΓΠΠΦ ί?ΌΚ (ν. 5) has dropped out, and DDi? '«min (v. 10) has been transposed: then we should reach the corresponding strophes s fbllows: -nntyn ρι &:Λ I pass to Is n i-8. In this passage there are two remarkable features: (l) the clearness of the greater sense-divisions, or in other words, if we like to put it so, of the strophic divisions: (2) the persistency throughout the poem of parallelism: this is sufficiently noticeable even in the text s it Stands; and, originally, I believe the lines in each of the eleven distichs were parallel to one another. But the strophes are not of equal length: the first is at least a distich shorter than either of those that follow-for there are but three, not four strophes. I maintain that if the approximation to regularity is so great, or the existence of exact strophic regularity elsewhere so well established, that we must postulate an original regularity here -we must infer that the first strophe has lost a distich, possibly at the beginning. We must not destroy parallelism, and obscure the sense-divisions by dividing the existing text into a number of exactly equal strophes.
The greater sense-divisions of the poem are at the end of vv. 2 5 and 8: v. if. describe the origin and endowments of the future ruler; he will be sprung from Jesse and filled with the spirit; vv. 3-5 describe his character and conduct, his fearless and righteous rule; v v. 6-8 describe the conditions of Paradi$e which will be' restored in his days -wild beasts at peace with domestic beasts and with man. Of course I am not alone in detecting this most obvious articulation of the poem into three sections: it is given for example by MARTI who, however, immediately proceeds to reiterate DUHM's theory that strophically the poem divides into four sections of six lines each. This conflict of sense-divisions and strophic divisions might alone condemn the strophic division, but there remain weighty arguments against strophic regularity obtained by a division into strophes of six lines. But before adducing these it will be well to have the text before us; and I give it strophically divided and emended, placing a dot over letters that differ from the received Hebrew text, !! Wim at the beginning of v. 3, the Substitution of «ij6 for V^« ^^^ and pJJ for p« in v. 4, of Ί^η for mt« once in v. 5, of 1jn< for «-«Ιοί in v. 6, of nyjnnn for Μ^ΊΠ in v. 7, are famili r emendations; only the first affects the length of the Strophe. But on three other emendations adopted here something must be said, though I will not repeat all I have written in my commentary.
(i), v. 70 ist.really at present an isolated "stichos": it is not the first part of a distich of which v. 8 a is the second. Moreover it is, s a matter of fact, parallel in sense to v. 6c, and with v. 6c would constitute a "doppel-vierer" (like v. 4c.d): both lines deal with the lion: moreover the relation of v. 70 to 6c is the same s that of v. 7 a to v. ?b: first the tameness of the wild beasts-in the one case the lion, in the other the bear, and then in the parallel line the friendliness of their young with the young of domestic beasts.
(2). With v. 70 restored to its right place the words D3 Jr& ]ltop 1J«1 become an isolated stichos and should probably be eliminated, though s I am not contending for strophic regularity at all hazards, this elimination is not essential to my general view of the passage.
(3). The Substitution of ΓΓΠΓΡ for ΓΠΠ W is tentative: what seems to me tolerably certain is that some verb in the 3rd. sing. masc. impf, originally stood there. But whether this be so or not, the parallelism of v. 8a and 8b is so exact that it is simply astonishing to notice how many subsequent writers have followed DUHM'S lead in connecting v. 8 a with v. 70, and then extemporising a poor distich without parallelism by chopping v. 8b in half.
However, since the parallelism of v. 8 a and 8b has been thus overlooked, it will not be superfluous to place the parallel lines over against one-another s follows:-v. 8a v. 8b is || to mn IT (or rather ΠΤΤΓΡ) is || to to J is || to OIJJM ΓΓΠΚΟ hy Any rhythmical or strophical theory which tears asunder these obvious fellow-lines must be wrong; and this indissoluble union of v. 8 a and 8b plays havoc with various theories of strophic regularity. For comparison I print here four translations of the more crucial section of the poem-w. 6-8: (l) my own; (2) DUHM's; (3) CONDAMIN's; (4) Box s. (i) 6 And the wolf shall dwell s a guest with the lamb, And the leopard shall have the same lair with the kid; 70 And the lion shall eat straw lijce the ox, 6c And the calf and the young lion will graze together.
(with a little child acting s their driver.) 7 And the cow and the bear shall be companions to one another, Together shall their young make their lair; 8 And the suckling shall play over the hole of the asp, And over the dwelling (?) of the viper shall the weaned child trip about (?).
(2) A Strophe begins with v. 5-a distich, then:- (3) 6 Alors le loup habitera avec Pagneau, le leopard se couchera pres du chevreau; Le taureau et le jeune Hon 'mangeronf ensemble, et un petit enfant les m£nera. 7 La genisse ira paitre avec l'ourse, et leurs petits giteront ensemble.
Le Hon comme le boeuf mangera de la paille; 8 Penfant qui tette jouera pres du trou de Paspic;
Et dans le repaire du basilic Penfant ä peine sevre mettra la main.
• · (4) 6 And the wolf shall lodge with the lamb, And the leopard He down with the kid; And the calf and the young Hon shall graze together, And a little child be leader over them.
7 The cow and the bear shall be friends,· Their young shall He down together, And the Hon shall eat straw Hke the ox.
8 And a suckling shall play over the hole of the asp, And over the den of the basilisk The weaned child shall Stretch out his hand.
Of DUHM'S division into four strophes containing three distichs of six lines each, I will simply cite what I have written in my commentary : "This division involves several impossibiHties: (i) v. 5* is torn away from the description of the king, of which it forms a part, to be coupled with the first half of the description of the beasts; (2) the description of the beasts is divided into two strophes; (3) in order to eke out vv. 7 f. into six lines, v. 8b is very mistakenly .... divided into two, with the result that the suckling playing about the serpent's hole shares a distich with the lion eating straw, while his true mate, the weaned child, Stands apart in a separate distich examining the basilisk's eye".
Much of this applies equally to CONDAMIN's and Box's translations; of the latter all that need be further remarked is that Box has obscured the parallelism of v. 8b with v. Sa, by printing v. 8b äs two lines, for apparently no better reason than that this gives the appearance of two tristichs succeeding one another. Even if v. 7 were originally a tristich-and it probably was not-there is no reason why it should be followed by another: in any case distichs are far commoner than tristichs in this poem.
CONDAMIN divides vv. 1-9 according to his system into two corresponding groups of 3 4-2 -f 2 distichs. Even if considerations other than rhythmical and strophical did not indicate that v. 9 is not a part of the poem, CONDAMIN's structure crumbles to pieces äs soon äs v. 8b is printed, äs it should be, in a single line and not in two.
We may conclude then that, if this poem was originally divided into equal strophes, those strophes contained four distichs and that a distich of the first has been lost We should still have to assume this loss if an alternative could be admitted, viz. that the poem contained six strophes, each containing two distichs. But this alternative is not to be admitted: certainly the two distichs of v. 2 might be considered to possess a certain independence, and it is curious and significant that it is exactly this group of two distichs that does not stand apart in CONDAMIN's scheine; but the three distichs of w. 3, 4 certainly seem clinched and held together by v. 5: and there is no greater sense-pause after the second of the distichs in vv. 6-8 than after the first or the third.
Is the whole of my criticism vitiated, and the division of v. 8b after all justified by the fact that v. 8b vcan be treated rhythmically äs a "doppel-dreier"? No; for even äs the text Stands v. 8a and v. 8b together can be read äs a "doppel-vierer", and then äs between the rhythmical alternatives parallelism must decide. But even if this point be not admitted, I would contend here äs I have previously in a review in the •Theologische Literaturzeitung" (March, 1911 Sp. 167-170) and in my commentary, that if strophic and rhythmical divisions do not coincide with sense-divisions and parallelism, the rhythmical and strophe-divisions may be properly shewn in an edition of the Hebrew text, but they ought not to govern the arrangement of a translation 1 . For a translation ought to convey äs much of the sense of the thought relations of the original äs possible; and for this reason a method must be condemned which, out of regard to characteristics '(such äs rhythm), which cannot be, or at least are not, reproduced in a translation, obscures the sense and the relations of thought which it should be the primary object of a translation to convey. In a translation, at all events, the division of Is 111-8 into four equal strophes is simply a bad form of articulation; and the Separation of v. Sa from v. 8b and its union with v. je divorces ideas which the author closely united, and joins in incongruous union ideas which he kept distinct.
i It may be noted that CHEYNE has thus differentiated in this particular passage his division of the Hebrew text and of the translation: in HAUPT'S Sacred Books of the Old Testament he divides the Hebrew text into DUHM'S four strophes; in the translation he shews no strophic division and he correctly brings out the parallelism in v. s by printing the verse in two lines, not in three.
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